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Abstract. In this paper, we first consider some properties of strings
who have the same suffix array. Next, we design a data structure to
support rank and select operations on an alphabet Σ using nlog|Σ| +
o(nlog|Σ|) bits in O(log|Σ|) time for a text of length n. It also supports
an extended rank, namely rank≤, such that rank≤

α (T, i) returns the
number of letters which are not smaller than α in string T , plus the
number of αs up to position i. Also, it runs in O(log|Σ|) time. By this
structure, we implement the DAWG succinctly. The main structure only
takes nlog|Σ|+ o(nlog|Σ|) bits and supports basic operations of DAWG
efficiently.

1 Introduction

Given a text string, full-text indexes are data structures that can be used to find
any substring of the text quickly. Many full-text indexes have been proposed,
such as suffix trees [8, 16], DAWGs [3] and suffix arrays [7, 12]. However, the
major drawback that limits the applicability of full-text indexes is their space
complexity–the size of full-text indices are quite larger than the original text.
Standard representations of suffix tree require 4nlogn bits space, where log de-
notes the logarithm base 2.

Suffix array was proposed to reduce the space cost of suffix trees. It con-
sists of the values of the leaves of the suffix tree in in-order, but without the
tree structure information, hence takes only nlogn bits. Recent researches are
focused on reducing the sizes of full-text indices [6, 9, 10, 15]. The compressed
suffix array structure [9] proposed by Grossi and Vitter is the first method that
reduces the size of the suffix array from O(nlogn) bits to O(n) bits and sup-
ports access to any entry of the original suffix array in O(logε

|Σ|n) time, for any
fixed constant 0 < ε < 1 (without computing the entire original suffix array).
FM-index proposed by Ferragina and Manzini [6] is a self-index data structure
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with good compression ratio and fast decompressing speed. The FM-index oc-
cupies at most 5nHk(T ) + o(n) bits of storage and allows the search for the occ

occurrences of a pattern P [1..p] within T in O(p + occlog1+εn) time.
He et al. [10] present a succinct representation of suffix arrays of binary strings

that uses n + o(n) bits. For the case of large alphabet, they suggested an ap-
proach which conceptually sets a bit vector for each alphabet symbol to support
operations rank and select, and uses a wavelet tree in the actual implementa-
tion to save space. They also proved a categorization theorem by which one can
determine whether a given permutation is the suffix array for a binary string.

In this paper, we study the same problem over large alphabet, and develop
a space-economical method to solve the problem. We first describe some prop-
erties of strings whose suffix array is a given permutation, such as at least how
many different letters must occur in such strings. We then present a data struc-
ture that supports rank and select operations on large alphabet using at most
nlog|Σ|+ o(nlog|Σ|) bits in O(log|Σ|) time. Although these operations can be
implemented to run in constant time [6, 10], the additional space occupation
will be unacceptable if log|Σ| can not be neglected. Thus, it is reasonable to
make the operations run in O(log|Σ|) time to save space. The data structure
also supports an extended rank, namely rank≤, which also runs in O(log|Σ|)
time without using any additional space. More precisely, rank≤

α (T, i) returns the
number of letters which are not smaller than α in string T , plus the number of
αs up to position i. Function rank≤ plays a crucial role in succinct index for
large alphabet. In [6, 10], the same function of rank≤ is performed via a table
of |Σ|logn bits which for each symbol stores the number of characters in the
text that lexicographically precede it. Based on this index, we implement the
DAWG [3, 5] in a succinct way, not storing the states and edges explicitly. The
main structure only takes nlog|Σ|+ o(nlog|Σ|) bits for a text of length n on an
alphabet Σ and supports basic operations of DAWG without loss of speed.

2 Basic Definitions

Let Σ be a nonempty alphabet and |Σ| be the number of symbols in Σ. Let
T = t1t2 . . . tn be a word over Σ, |T | denotes its length, T [i] or ti its ith letter,
and T [i..] its suffix that begins at position i, T [i..j] its substring begins at i ends
at j, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n. Let T R be the reverse string of T and Suff(T ) the set of
all suffixes of T and Fact(T ) the set of its factors.

Definition 1 For a string T of length n over an ordered alphabet Σ. Denote
the set of different letters occur in T by A(T ). ∀a ∈ A(T ), function OrderT (a)
returns the numbers of letters in A(T ) that is not greater than a. For termination
character $, OrderT ($) = 0. T ∗ denotes the string of length n over integer
alphabet, such that T ∗[i] = OrderT (T [i]).

The rank and select operation play important roles in succinct data struc-
tures. Function rank1(B, i) and rank0(B, i) return the number of 1s and 0s in
the bit vector B[1..n] up to position i, respectively.
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Lemma 1. [11]The rank function can be computed in constant time by using a
data structure of size n + o(n) bits.

Function select1(B, i) and select0(B, i) return the positions of ith 1 and 0,
respectively.

Lemma 2. [14]The select function can be computed in constant time by using
a data structure of size n + o(n) bits.

For convenience, we use rankb(B), b ∈ {0, 1}, to denote rankb(B, n). We will
also use rankb(B[s..i]), 1 ≤ s ≤ i ≤ n, to denote rank1(B, i)− rank1(B, s− 1).
Because rank runs in constant time, rankb(B[s..i]) also runs in constant time.

3 Permutations and Suffix Arrays

Permutation P can be treated as a string over alphabet {1, 2, . . . , n}. Because
P [P−1[1]] = 1 < P [P−1[2]] = 2 < . . . < P [P−1[n]] = n, where P−1 denotes
the inverse permutation of P , it is apparent that the suffix array of this string
is P−1 and vice versa. Among the strings who have the same suffix array, the
number of different letters occur in each string can be different. The question is
how to compute the minimal number of different letters occur in such strings.

The core of our solution is a simple fact, that is, for a string T and its suffix ar-
ray P , if T [P [i−1]] = T [P [i]], then TP [i−1]+1 < TP [i]+1, because TP [i−1] < TP [i].
Therefore, if TP [i−1]+1 < TP [i]+1 is true then T [P [i]] can be any letter not less
than T [P [i− 1]], including T [P [i− 1]], such that the suffix array of T is still P ;
otherwise it must be greater than T [P [i− 1]]. According to this fact, we define
the special positions in P that increase the number of symbols must occur in T .

Definition 2 Given a permutation P of {1, 2, . . . , n}. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we call i

an increasing position of P , if i = 1 or P−1[P [i− 1] + 1] > P−1[P [i] + 1].

Since $ is the minimal letter, therefore 1 is an increasing position of P . To
achieve this, we assume that for any permutation P of {1, 2, . . . , n}, P [0] = n+1,
P [n + 1] = n + 2. Thus for any string T of length n, T [n + 2] should be greater
than any characters in T . Denote the set of increasing positions of P by IP (P )
and the number of increasing positions in P by ic(P ). Let I be an increasing
position of P , denote the minimum increasing position greater than I by ν(I).
Denote the maximal non-increasing position greater than I such that there is no
increasing position between I and this position by κ(I).

Definition 3 Given a permutation P of {1, 2, . . . , n}. Let T be a string over an
ordered alphabet. For any increasing position of P , say I, if tP [I] ≤ tP [I+1] ≤
. . . ≤ tP [κ(I)] and tP [κ(I)] < tP [ν(I)] if ν(I) exists, then T is called a generating
string of P . Denote the set of generating string of P by G(P ).

The following theorem summarizes the property of strings who have the same
suffix array. The proof can be found in [17].
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Theorem 1. The suffix array of T is P if and only if T ∗ ∈ G(P ).

By theorem 1, the following is immediate.

Theorem 2. Given a permutation P of {1, 2, . . . , n}. For any string T whose
suffix array is P , the number of different letters that occur in T is at least ic(P ).

By theorem 2, one can determine at least how many different letters must
occur in a string whose suffix array is a given permutation. The same result was
first revealed by Bannai et al. [2].

To generate the strings whose suffix arrays are P . We can set each letter on
position P [i] of T from P [1] to P [n]. First, the letter T [P [1]] must be the minimal
letter of the alphabet. Because P is treated as suffix array, thus TP [i−1] < TP [i]

and T [P [i− 1]] ≤ T [P [i]]. If i is not an increasing position then T [P [i− 1]] and
T [P [i]] can be set to the same letter, otherwise T [P [i− 1]] < T [P [i]].

Bannai et al. [2] presented an algorithm to generate the string consisting
ic(P ) different letters whose suffix array is P . The input of the algorithm is P

and a string w whose suffix array is P . If w is not available, P−1 can take this
role. Then the algorithm is the same as ours.

In [10], He et al. gave an algorithm that checks whether a permutation is
the suffix array for a given binary string. According to the theorem 1, the check
over large alphabet can be done by testing whether T ∗ ∈ G(P ). Precisely, for all
i = 1, . . . , n− 1, if there exits i, such that T [P [i]] < T [P [i− 1]] or T [P [i− 1]] =
T [P [i]] and P−1[P [i] + 1] < P−1[P [i − 1] + 1], then P is not the suffix array
for T . Otherwise, we have TP [1] < TP [2] < · · · < TP [n]; therefore, P is the suffix
array for T . This simple algorithm, of course, can be used to check whether a
permutation is the suffix array of a given binary string.

4 Succinct Indexes on Large Alphabet

For an internal node u of the suffix tree, where u is the longest string in the node,
all the occurrences of u are grouped consecutively in suffix array of T , say SA.
Therefore, u can be represented by an interval [s, e] over SA where all suffixes
with prefix u are included and SA[s] is the lexically smallest one, SA[e] is the
lexically greatest one [1, 10]. In this paper, we use interval to represent the states
of DAWG and give an implementation of DAWG which is succinct and fast.

First, recall the definition of DAWG. For any string u ∈ Σ∗, let u−1S =
{x|ux ∈ S}. The syntactic congruence associated with Suff(w) is denoted by
≡Suff(w) [3] and is defined, for x, y, w ∈ Σ∗, by

x ≡Suff(w) y ⇐⇒ x−1Suff(w) = y−1Suff(w).

We call classes of factors the congruence classes of the relation ≡Suff(w). Let
[u]w denote the congruence class of u ∈ Σ∗ under ≡Suff(w). The longest element
in the equivalence class [u]w is called its representative, denoted by rp([u]w).

Definition 4 The DAWG of w is a directed acyclic graph with set of states
{[u]w|u ∈ Fact(w)} and set of edges {([u]w, a, [ua]w)|u, ua ∈ Fact(w), a ∈ Σ}.
Denoted by DAWG(w).The state [ε]w is called the root of DAWG(w).
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The suffix link of a state p is the state whose representative v is the longest
suffix of u such that v not ≡Suff(w) u. The suffix link is useful for many string
applications.

In a state r of DAWG(T ), any string is a suffix of rp(r). And if a substring
in r ends at a position i of T then other substrings in r also end at i. Therefore,
the nodes and suffix links of DAWG(T ) form the suffix tree of reverse string of
T [3]. Thus a state of DAWG(T ), which corresponds to a node in suffix tree of
T R, can be represented by an interval of suffix array of T R. Denote the suffix
array of T R by SA′, for a state r, if r = [s, e], then for any suffix of T R, say T R

i ,
T R

SA′[s] ≤ T R
i ≤ T R

SA′[e] if rp(r)R is a prefix of T R
i where T R

SA′[s] is the lexically

smallest suffix of T R of which rp(r)R is a prefix, and T R
SA′[e] is the greatest one

of which rp(r)R is a prefix. Fig. 1 shows such an example.
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Fig. 1. (a) The DAWG for ababbaa. (b) The suffix tree for ababbaaR. Each node of the
tree corresponds to a DAWG state marked with same number. Each edge corresponds
to a suffix link of DAWG. The interval for each node is shown on the right.

The edges of DAWG also need not stored explicitly. The state transaction,
which occurs in the process of scanning an input pattern to find its occurrences
in T by DAWG, can be mapped to the changing of interval. For current state s

and input letter a, the state transaction is to find the state which rp(s)a is in,
denoted by goto(s, a). For interval [b, e] and input letter a, we need to find the
interval corresponding to goto([b, e], a).

We define a new succinct data structure that performs goto function. The
data structure extends the index in [10] to the case of large alphabet. Let T [0] = $
and T [n + 1] = $. Define an array T̂ of size n + 1 as follows:

T̂ [i + 1] =

{

T [1], if i = 0,

T R[SA′[i]− 1] = T [n + 2− SA′[i]], if 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Each entry of this array stores the character after each prefix of T in the
lexical order of reverse strings of prefixes. For example, for T = ababbaa, T̂ =
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ab$baaba. T̂ is the result of Burrows-Wheeler transform(BWT) [4] on T R. The
BWT result on T is first used in FM-index [6].

To deal with the situation of large alphabet, we extend operation rank to
large alphabet. Operation rankα(T̂ , i) returns the number of αs in T̂ up to
position i, where α ∈ Σ, |Σ| ≥ 2. We also define another useful operation rank≤.
rank≤

α (T̂ , i) returns the number of letters which are not smaller than α in string
T , plus the number of αs up to position i. For bit vectors, the rank operation can
be done in constant time [11]. For arrays over alphabet Σ, we develop a method
by which the rank and rank≤ operation can run in O(log|Σ|) time, which will
be described in the next section. The following algorithm determines whether a
pattern w occurs in a given string T . It is similar to the reverse of BW count

algorithm of FM-index[6].
Scan(w)

1 s← 1; e← n + 1
2 for i← 1 to |w| do

3 a← w[i]
4 s← rank≤

a (T̂ , s− 1) + 1
5 e← rank≤

a (T̂ , e)
6 if s > e then

7 report w is not a substring of T

8 end if

9 end for

10 report w is a substring of T

This function implements the DAWG existential query. The DAWG state
[w[1..i]]T corresponding to interval [s − 1, e − 1] is computed in each step i of
Scan. Changing of interval in each step is corresponding to the state changing
of DAWG existential query. In the end, all the suffixes of T R of which wR is the
prefix are in [s−1, e−1] of SA′. By this procedure, the number of occurrences of
pattern can also be computed, which is e−s+1, the number of suffixes in interval
[s − 1, e − 1]. The running time of these queries are O(|w|log|Σ|), because the
running time of rank≤ is O(log|Σ|). The speed is not slowed down comparing
to other implementations [5] of DAWG.

5 Implementing Rank and Select on Large Alphabet in
O(log|Σ|) Time with nlog|Σ| + o(nlog|Σ|) Bits

5.1 The New Index Structure

In this section, we use E to refer to T̂ ∗ and denote log|Σ| by N . For a bit vector
V , denote the ith bit of V by Vi, the bit segment of V from ith bit to jth bit by
V [i..j].

Our index consists a series of bit vectors of length n, EN , EN−1, . . . , E1,
computed from E. First, EN is defined as follows:

EN
i = E[i]N , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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Bit vector EN−1 is defined as follows:

E
N−1
i =

{

E[select0(E
N , i)]N−1, if 1 ≤ i ≤ rank0(E

N) and rank0(E
N ) 6= 0

E[select1(E
N , i)]N−1, if rank0(E

N ) < i ≤ n and rank1(E
N ) 6= 0.

Generally speaking, the bit vector Ek, 1 ≤ k < N , can be constructed by
the following procedures: First, order the positions in E by the most significant
N − k bits of the integers on them. For positions on which the integers have the
same first N − k bits, keep their order in E. This procedure gives us a series of
positions: pos1, pos2, . . . , posn. Second, set Ek

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, to the kth significant
bit of the integer on position posi of E.

Precisely, pos1, pos2, . . . , posn are divided into 2N−k groups noted by Gk
0 ,

. . . , Gk
2N−k−1; items of E on positions in Gk

i have the same first N−k bits, which

equal to the binary representation of i. Accordingly, the vector Ek is composed
of 2N−k non-overlapping segments Sk

0 ,. . . , Sk
2N−k−1. The bits in Sk

i are the kth

most significant bits of items of E on positions in Gi
j ; the order of these bits

is in accordance with the order of positions in E. Denote the start position of
Sk

i in Ek by F (Sk
i ) and the end position of Sk

i in Ek by L(Sk
i ). EN has only

one segment SN
? = EN and F (SN

? ) = 1, L(SN
? ) = n, where ? denotes the empty

letter. Segments of Ek, 1 ≤ k < N , is defined recursively as follows:

For t from 0 to 2N−k − 1

Sk

2t =

{

Ek[F (Sk+1
t ) .. F (Sk+1

t ) + rank0(S
k+1
t ) − 1], if rank0(S

k+1
t ) 6= ∅,

∅, otherwise;

S
k

2t+1 =

{

Ek[F (Sk+1
t

) + rank0(S
k+1
t

) .. L(Sk+1
t

)], if rank1(S
k+1
t

) 6= ∅

∅, otherwise.

Let E(k) denote the array of length n, such that E(k)[i] = E[i][N..k], 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
where E[i] is treated as a bit vector. Then Ek, 1 ≤ k < N , is defined recursively
as follows:

For t from 0 to 2N−k − 1

Ek

i =























E[select2t(E
(k), i − F (Sk+1

t ) + 1)]k, if F (Sk+1
t ) ≤ i ≤ F (Sk+1

t ) + rank0(S
k+1
t )

and Sk+1
t

6= ∅,

E[select2t+1(E
(k), i − F (Sk+1

t )−

rank0(S
k+1
t

))]k, if F (Sk+1
t

) + rank0(S
k+1
t

) < k ≤ L(Sk+1
t

)

and Sk+1
t 6= ∅;

Fig. 2 gives an example of this structure. Conceptually, the bit vector E0 is
divided into |Σ| segments and all the elements are set to ? which denotes the
empty letter. The number of elements in segment S0

a is equal to ranka(E). In
practice, multi-key rank and select can be computed without E0.

5.2 Rank and Select on Large Alphabet

We store the bit vectors EN ,EN−1,. . . ,E1 in continuous memory, and take them
as one bit vector, named E. That is Ek = E[(k − 1)n + 1 .. kn]. We build rank

structures over E using the structure of [11]. The operations on any Ek, say
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i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

E 3 6 1 2 0 4 3 4 5 1 7

b3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
b2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
b1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1

S3
?

E3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1

S2
0 S2

1

E2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

S1
0 S1

1 S1
2 S1

3

E1 101 101 001 01

S0
0 S0

1 S0
2 S0

3 S0
4 S0

5 S0
6 S0

7

E0 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Fig. 2. Example of the bit vectors for E = 36120434517. ? denotes the empty letter.

rankα(Ek, i), can be computed by rankα(E, (k−1)n+ i)−rankα(E, (k−1)n). E

with corresponding rank structure are our main indexing data structure, which
together use nlog|Σ| + o(nlog|Σ|) bits. The operation select defined on large
alphabet can also be implemented using this data structure. It is the reverse
computing of rank. selectα(E, i) returns the index of ith α character of E. The
algorithm of rank and select is given below. To be clear, we do not use E in
explaining the algorithm but use separated bit vectors.

rankb(E, end)

1 s← 1; e← n; c← end

2 for k ← log|Σ| downto 1 do

3 c← rankbk
(Ek[s..c])

4 if bk = 1 then

5 s← s + rank0(E
k[s..e])

6 else

7 e← e− rank1(E
k[s..e])

8 end if

9 end for

10 return c

selectb(E, count)

1 sN+1 ← 1; eN+1 ← n; c← count

2 for i← log|Σ| downto 1 do

3 if bi = 1 then

4 si ← si+1+rank0(E
i[si+1..ei+1])

5 else

6 ei ← ei+1−rank1(E
i[si+1..ei+1])

7 end if

8 end for

9 for i← 1 to log|Σ| do

10 c← selectbi
(Ei[si..c])

11 end for

12 return c

In algorithm rankb(E, end), at the end of each step k, the start position and
end position (s and e), of segment Sk−1

bN bN−1···bk
are computed, where the number

of symbols up to position end, whose first N − k + 1 most significant bits are
bN · · · bk, say c, is also available. In step k + 1, these values can be computed
from the values in step k. Therefore in the end, the number of bs in E can be
computed. Thus the rank algorithm is correct.

By Lemma 1, each iteration of function rank runs in constant time. There-
fore, by this algorithm, the number of bs in array E of length n over an arbitrary
alphabet Σ can be calculated in O(log|Σ|) time using nlog|Σ|+ o(nlog|Σ|) bits.
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Thus we can find the interval corresponding to goto(s, a) in O(log|Σ|) time. The
total space for succinct DAWG is nlog|Σ|+ 4n + o(nlog|Σ|) bits.

Because when rankα(E, end) finished, the s − 1 equals to the number of
letters which are not smaller than α in E. Therefore, by replacing line 10 of the
algorithm for rank with the following statement, algorithm rank≤ is available.

return s + c− 1.

We next consider the correctness of select algorithm. Denote the s, e and c
of each iteration in the running of the for loop of rankb(E, end) by si, ei and
ci, where i is the value of loop variable and cN+1 = end. The sequence of the
computing of si, ei and ci in rank is as follows:

cN = rankbN
(EN [sN ..eN ], cN+1)

cN−1 = rankbN−1
(EN−1[sN−1..eN−1], cN )

...
c1 = rankb1

(E1[s1..e1], c2)

Denote the value of c in each for loop in lines 9-11 of select by c′k (k
is the loop variable) and denote the initial value of c by c′1 = count, then
selectb(E, count)=c′N+1. Since the first for loop of function selectb(E, i) is to
compute rankb(E), then s′i = si and e′i = ei. According to the select algorithm,
the sequence of computing of c′i is as follows (we replace s′i, e′i with si, ei):

c′2 = selectb1
(E1[s1..e1], c

′
1)

c′3 = selectb2
(E2[s2..e2], c

′
2)

...
c′N+1 = selectbN

(EN [sN ..eN ], c′N )

Immediately, we get c′N = cN and ci = c′i for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . If E[end] = b,
c′N+1 = cN+1. Therefore selectb(E, count) = end and the select algorithm is
correct.

6 Conclusions

We study the properties of strings whose suffix array is a given permutation, and
also give a succinct index structure for large alphabet. The core is a data struc-
ture that supports rank and select on large alphabet using nlog|Σ|+ o(nlog|Σ|)
bits in O(log|Σ|) time. There are still many interesting issues, such as bidirec-
tional index based on this structure, the relation between strings with inverse
suffix arrays. There are works to be done to reveal these structures.
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